
Brock Spring Break HW 

Return completed for 5 skill point chips! 

 Hit three shots w/ every club in your bag finishing every swing with two toe taps. 

 

 Use PW and hit three balls each: 

 Hip to hip 

 Rib to rib 

 Chest to chest 

 Shoulder to shoulder 

 Ear to ear 

 

 Use 8 iron and hit three balls each: 

 Hip to hip 

 Rib to rib 

 Chest to chest 

 Shoulder to shoulder 

 Ear to ear 

 

 Use 6 iron and hit 6 balls.  Before every shot stand: 

a. Too close 

b. Too far away 

c. Just right 

 

 Pick a target – hit 10 balls w/ any club in the bag and must get at least 6 of them to finish left of the target.  This 

is harder than it sounds b/c you are not allowed to just aim the face left (closed) or point your feet way left.  

Need to aim at the target, but learn to close the clubface so the toe beats the heel. 

a. Tee it up when doing this drill. 

 

 Grip 

a. Grip check for 5 balls 

i. Interlock grip 

ii. Left thumb goes a little right of center.  Right thumb goes a little left of center.  RH covers left 

thumb. 

 

 Speed – hit three balls with every club in your bag. 

a. First ball = slow 

b. Second ball = medium 

c. Third ball = fast! 

 

 Pick a target – hit 10 balls w/ any club in the bag and must get at least 6 of them to finish left of the target.  Must 

use a different club than last time        

 

 Bonus – do 100 practice swings where at the top of your backswing point the club and thumbs at the target as 

opposed to across to the right of the target.  Worth additional 5 skill point chips! 


